Hulcher Services’ hi-rail rotary dump truck is designed specifically for railroad work.

What makes the rotary dump truck ideal for railroad projects is its special dump body, which features a sub frame that swivels the truck bed in either direction. The rotating dump bed allows the truck to deposit its load anywhere on a 180 degree arc without moving the vehicle itself.

The truck is also fitted with hi-rail gear so it can reach locations with or without roads.

The rotary dump truck delivers material to remote jobsites and deposits its load without having to leave the track. This makes it the perfect choice for a broad range of railroad projects, including:

- Grade stabilization
- Switch / diamond removal
- Culvert work
- Bridge work
- Demolition
- Site remediation
- Emergency response

The rotary dump truck is frequently used with other heavy equipment from Hulcher, but it can be deployed independently as well. Our professional operators have the necessary railroad experience to support rail gangs seamlessly, extending the capabilities of the railroad’s limited resources.

Hulcher’s hi-rail rotary dump truck delivers flexibility and efficiency that no traditional dump truck can match. Call today to learn more about how this remarkable truck can provide superior value for your next project.